
All images Â© Raphael Vanhomwegen, shared with permissionRaphael Vanhomwegen describes his process as visual brainstorming, a technique that involves rendering his digital paintings quickly to keep a
spontaneous going-with-the-flow feeling. The Belgium-based artist depicts vertically built cities with houses, shops, and stairwells that spring up from a hillside or body of water. Whether in technicolor, neutral shades, or
moody grays, the soaring architecture is otherworldly and even foreboding as it appears to peek through surrounding fog. In many works, a few figures are perched on the balcony or a swarm of birds flies overhead.When
painting, Vanhomwegen focuses on his internal thoughts and allows himself to move comfortably through the practice of adding a new walkway or leafy vine. You need to at least be obsessed with one particular subject
that you will explore way too much than necessary, he shares with Colossal, noting that his favorites are tiny houses and moody scenes. Similarly, he strives to imbue each artwork with volume and energy, an idea he
expands on:Every brushstroke should have a meaning in order to be visually interesting. This is idealistic, of course. I am also one of those people who think nothing is more beautiful than a sketch. I almost never saw a
finished drawing look better than a very good sketch. Thatâ€™s why I almost never finish my drawings. It feels like adding more notes to a perfect musical piece. Itâ€™s just not worth it.To keep up with
Vanhomwegen&#8217;s unearthly architectural paintings, head to Instagram. (via Jeroen Apers)&nbsp;All images Â© Andrew McCarthy, shared with permissionBack in October, Sacramento-based photographer Andrew
McCarthy staked out in his backyard to document the International Space Station on one of its trips across the sun. Using two scopes, he successfully captured the image, which frames the station in the upper left corner
of the fiery mass.Two weeks later, he repeated that process: Yesterday morning after spending hours scouting for the right location, I set up my gear on the side of a road hoping to capture something I&#8217;ve never
seen before. The ISS, illuminated by daylight, transiting a razor-thin crescent moon, he writes on Instagram. McCarthy&#8217;s endeavor is particularly impressive because when standing on Earth, the ISS passes both
celestial bodies in less than a second.Prints of McCarthy&#8217;s stunning photographs are available from Image Kind. He alsoÂ offers digital wallpapers and updates on his latest projects and celestial happenings on
Patreon. (via PetaPixel)&nbsp;ï»¿Swiss sound artist Zimoun (previously) harnesses the power of quick, chaotic movements in his large-scale installations and kinetic sculptures. Each artwork is composed of simple
materials like cardboard boxes, wooden dowels, and cotton balls, among other common objects. Zimoun assembles multiples of the same configurationâ€”think teetering sticks and metal washers suspended on a
wireâ€”and motorizes one portion, causing them to rattle back and forth.Because each component is made by hand, they have slight differences that prevent them from synchronizing, despite all the motors being
connected to a single current. The frenzied movements contrast the calming, whirring sounds the artworks emit, which mimic raindrops or a repetitive drum. This juxtaposition is just one example of the many comparisons
the artist draws: chaos vs. order, mass vs. individual, simplicity vs. complexity, and manufactured vs. organic.Considering this theme, Zimoun names each piece by listing the materials used to connect the discrete
components and the whole. For example, a recent project that forms a square on the floor (shown below) is titled 1944 prepared dc-motors, mdf panels 72 x 72cm, metal discs Ã˜ 8cm, 2020. In my work, I do not try to
transport specific associations but rather to create atmospheric spaces and states that invite us to observe, think, and reflect on various levels, he says.In the compilation video above, Zimoun showcases a variety of the
sculptures and installations from his extensive body of work, many of which you can explore individually on Vimeo and follow onÂ Instagram.&nbsp;1944 prepared dc-motors, mdf panels 72 x 72cm, metal discs Ã˜ 8cm,
2020. All images Â© Zimoun, shared with permission1944 prepared dc-motors, mdf panels 72 x 72cm, metal discs Ã˜ 8cm, 2020ï»¿Nata Metlukhâ€™s animation Awkward lives up to its name as it transports viewers right
back to the last time they bumbled a handshake or didn&#8217;t properly judge the distance during a parallel park. Through uncomfortable and comical scenarios, the San Francisco-based animator captures many of the
embarrassing moments even the most graceful folks experience: a man&#8217;s stomach growls loudly, another enthusiastically waves at a stranger, and a simple haircut goes awry. Despite their innocuous nature, the
situations exude uneasiness.Earlier this year, Awkward was awarded Best Short Film of the Year at Promofest in Spain.Â For more of Metlukh&#8217;s humorous animations, visit Vimeo, Instagram, and her site, where
she shares a collection of quirky gifs.&nbsp;All images Â© Slinkachu, shared with permissionAt first glance,Â Slinkachuâ€™s scenes might appear to be a heap of multi-colored pills or a mess of children&#8217;s toys left
behind on a London street corner. Closer inspection, however, reveals minuscule figures navigating human-sized items as if they occupy an alternate, miniature world occurring in sidewalk alcoves and planter boxes.
Characters find themselves in a sea of medication that&#8217;s reminiscent of arcade ball pits, while others create a tower to fend off a nearby bee that&#8217;s triple each of their heights. Imbued with humor, the
site-specific scenes often comment on contemporary social issues.Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, Slinkachu (previously) has shifted to creating works in his home to minimize exposure to passersby.
Although many of his projects were canceled or postponed, the Natural History Museum commissioned both the mushroom and bee works shown below for its Urban Nature project, a biologically diverse green space in
central London. My work has always reflected the sense of isolation and loneliness that a big city can imbue, but the isolation of being inside is new to me, he shares with Colossal. These were recreations of small parts of
city streets built in my living room with concrete paving slabs and weeds and moss. The shift in venue has the British artist reconsidering parts of his practice:It was a bit surreal recreating the outside world inside, but it
has opened up new possibilities for me to create narrative images. By experimenting with mixing miniature sets and photographic backdrops, I&#8217;ve had many ideas about creating images that are not always
possible to create outside on a real street without digital manipulation. It is different from my usual street work but a new avenue to explore.Follow Slinkachu&#8217;s latest installations on Instagram, and pick up a puzzle
or print of his miniature figures from Affenfaust Galerie.&nbsp;Bob Ross on the set of The Joy of Painting. All images Â© Minnetrista, shared with permissionIn the small city of Muncie, Indiana stands a three-story house
with white columns lining the front stoop. Now unassuming, the brick structure formerly featured a sign at its entrance reading WIPB TV, denoting the camera crew inside recording beloved icon Bob Ross, who filmed
more than 400 episodes of The Joy of Painting in the space from 1983 to 1994. Today, the house has been transformed to honor the legacy of the PBS artist, whose joyful manner and positivity inspired his devoted fans
for more than a decade.Formally called the Bob Ross Experience, the $1.2 million permanent exhibit and masterclass series pays homage to the painter by recreating the set where his soothing voice echoed instructions
on blending pinks and blues for a sky or adding highlights. A rotating selection of his original paintings, like Gray Mountain and Sunset Aglow, line the home, which also features a 1980s-style living room complete with a
plaid lounger. His personal items, including keys and hair pick, are on display, along with memorabilia celebrating Ross. Other than the artist&#8217;s palette knife, easel, and brushes, many of the artifacts are free to
touch.&nbsp;The studioOpened in October, the museum is housed at the Lucius L. Ball House on the Minnetrista campus, a year-round gathering place with historic buildings, children&#8217;s entertainment, and
workshops. About a half-mile up the street, the interactive exhibit continues in a building where Certified Ross Instructors teach masterclasses a few times each month. Participants are encouraged to embrace happy little
accidents, just as Ross advocated in his episodesâ€”many of which are available to watch on YouTubeâ€”as they paint serene landscapes, sunsets, and wildlife.In the coming months, Minnetrista organizers plan to
convert the upper levels of the house into gallery and studio space, according to The New York Times. To follow updates on the renovations or book your own Bob Ross Experience, visit the organization&#8217;s
site.&nbsp;Ross&#8217;s brushesThe Lucius L. Ball House, where Ross filmed The Joy of PaintingThe entrance to the museumThe living room of the Bob Ross ExperienceArtifacts on display in the museumA Certified
Ross Instructor teaches a masterclassAll images Â© Diana Sudyka, shared with permissionTwenty-seven years ago while studying at the University of Illinois, illustrator Diana Sudyka (previously) retrieved a bundle of
postcards from a dumpster. The ephemeral correspondence revealed a relationship between farmers and workers from the Harvard area and a man named John Dwyer, either their accountant or investor who lived
throughout Chicago, Cicero, and Berwyn. Dated from 1939 to 1942, the short letters generally contained information about livestock sales and farm expenses.Now based in the Chicago area, Sudyka repurposes the
envelopes as canvases for her watercolor and gouache paintings of flora and fauna native to the Midwest. I have a strong attachment to the envelopes for various reasons, not least of which is that I was born and raised in
Illinois, and spent a good deal of time in rural areas of the state, she shares with Colossal. The penmanship, patina, and markings on the paper all inform her decisions to reflect a particular shrub or beetle duo amongst
the remaining postmark and stamp. I am drawn to the beauty of the handwriting on the envelopes, and the variation in the inks used, she says, also noting her affinity for the assembled artworks of late artist Joseph
Cornell.Through delicate depictions of squirrels and long-legged herons, the illustrator connects her own experience enjoying the region&#8217;s bucolic settings with the decades-old content of the letters. I often think
about the wildlife that I saw as a child in those rural areas, unaware at the time of how much agriculture had already altered the land. And now as an adult, so much of both wildlife and those family farms are gone. The
envelope paintings are my homage to both, she says.Prints of Sudyka&#8217;s postcard illustrations, which you can follow on Instagram, are available on her site.&nbsp;Flying squirrelHeronGrey tree frogBarn owlLeft:
Milkweed. Right: Pawpaw treeBlue salamanderUnderwing mothComfort Zone, ceramic with glaze, 12.5 x 7 x 7 inches. All images Â© Calvin Ma, courtesy of Foster/White Gallery, shared with permissionIn his ongoing
series titled Blend In: Making Home, artistÂ Calvin Ma (previously) conveys an incessant need to belong through a quirky character camouflaging itself as different birds. From owls to pigeons to Mandarin ducks, the
precisely hued costumes envelop the figure in a mass of feathers and scaled footwear. The artist textures the ceramic sculptures by hand, etching countless lines into every plume.Each species represents an emotion or
experience tied to social anxiety, which Ma bolsters with corresponding environments, like a birch cage or flower-lined nest. Being shy, timid, and a bit socially awkward is something that will always be a part of me. The
goal is to come to terms with it and grow from it, the artist says of his own experience.If you&#8217;re in Seattle, head to Foster/White Gallery where Ma&#8217;s anthropomorphic pieces are on view through November
21. To see the works-in-progress, check out the artist&#8217;s Instagram.&nbsp;In The Wind, ceramic with glaze, 13 x 11 x 8 inchesBreak Free, ceramic with glaze, 13 x 9 x 9 inchesLeft: Making Home,&#82
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